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was great! By the time it was
over, I was exhausted from over
stimulation of my senses, but
thoroughly elated.

Thus what I thought
was going to be 'just another
show' ended up climaxing into
an orgy of chaos and blistering
noise. I couldn't have been hap
pier. What made it _even more
interesting was that I almost
missed it all. My journey along
the branches of life brought me
that night to a fork of decision
where I decided to take the route
less traveled and go it alone. ~

guess my point is that some
times going out by yourself is
just as fulfilling as going with
someone because you don't
have to associate your experi
ence with anyone else. It
becomes your own; an adven
ture you can smile and dwell
upon as you take the streetcar
home, while thinking about how
glad you are you hung a left' at
that fork.

know that a band is gonna put
on a really good show even
before they start playing. I'd
never seen these guys before,
but for some reason, I had that
feeling. Virtually moments into
the first song, I was really glad I
had placed myself where I was
because literally everything and
everybody went fucking craz'y!
It's interesting to see when a
band and their audience feed
from each other's energy, which
that night made for a volatile
combination. People were
thrashing around and running in
circles, while Nine Shocks were
going berzerk. The singer was
jumping around screaming
(often holding the mic in his
mouth, with his mouth), doing
handstands, jumping of the
stage and climbing up to the
ceiling, and basically just going
nuts, as 1 was snapping shots
like mad. Meanwhile, people
were throwing pitchers of beer
and a recycling box around, and
taking part in what almost
seemed like an all-out riot... it

goofs in the audience who were
:-< thrashing about, giving each
~ other headlocks. Oh God.
~ After another pint and
~ some more people-watching, I

got my camera ready and took a
place near the stage to experi
ence the wretched metal sound
of Toronto's own Legion. But to
my dismay and despite the evil
appearance of the group, their
evil sounds, and the evil black
ice that made everythin.g all
smoky, the set was kinda dull.
The crowd just stood motionless
and watched as Legion's
'singer', Asafoetida, spewed out
sounds of death, and was occa
sionally blinded by the odd flash
from my Pentax. It was after
that set that I began to wonder if
I should just go home because so
far I wasn't too impressed by
what I'd seen. Thankfully
those thoughts were erased from
my head when Asafoetida
warned that anyone leaving
before seeing the last band was a
loser. Not wanting to be a loser,
I decided to stay for Nine
Shocks Terror and proceeded to
the bar for another round of peo
ple watching and beer.

As the band finally got
ready to play, I placed myself
near the front and to the side of
the stage, in good position for
picture-taking as well as to
avoid any flying objects or bod
ies that might pass through the
center-stage area.

Sometimes you just

going to shows by myself, it's
just that I get kinda bored
between sets. .Thankfully there
was a nice array of interesting
punks to look at, records to
browse through, and an interest
ing Miss Robinson-esque bar
tender that served me beer while
she filled me in on the different
types of punk crowds that pass
through the Elmo.

Anyhow, No Time Left
from Buffalo was first on the
bill. When they appeared on
stage, I muttered an "Oh God"
to myself upon noticing that two
of the members were also palt of
the band They Live, who I had
the 'pleasure' of seeing a couple
months ago when they lit the
stage on fire at another show.
Fortunately, No Time Left
played a fast and noisy set with
out incident. In fact, I spent
most of their set watching a few

JEREMY FORTIER

If you ask me, Forrest
Gump was wrong when he said
life is like a box of chocolates.
It's more like a giant tree with
an infinite span of branches. We.
all start at the trunk, but each of
us travel along a different route
of branches. On the evening of
March II, I found myself at a
fork on my branch. See, I
had planned to go see a hardcore
show at the El Mocambo with
my friend Ken. But when he fell
ill, I was left to decide if I want
ed to go alone or stay at home
and miss seeing the likes of No
Time Left, Legion, and Nine
Shocks Terror. I finally chose to .
venture out on my own, so I
grabbed my camera and went
looking for an adventure.

I don't really l1)ind
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Nota Bene

Si vous avez des questions, contact
us on our web site
protem.groovy.net, or call the office
at 416-487-6736

ProTem's elections are tonight
(March 27th) at 7:00pm. All those
who are voting members should
attend to elect next year's editor.

the ci ty's cornrni tlnen t to keep

ing downtown space the only

true urban area. at a great cost
tothe qua1iticsol' life and

space that exists in sub-urban
areas, docs not bode well for
the Megacity's welfare moving

into the new rnillennium. It is
time to get the conversation
started, keeping in mind all the
plusses that a revarnped publ ie
transit system could offer. If

this truly 'better way' were

taken, we nlay yet see

Hogtown as the truly innova

tive city that it could be.

road maintenance In the win
tertime, road rage, auto theft,

drunk driving. This, essential

ly, would also help keep the

cost of urban living down;

with no parking to pay and no

streetlights to power. parking
lots can be developed for some
other means and energy con
sumption will decrease.

All in all, the public

transit situation in Toronto
could be much improved, to a

degree, in fact, that would

make it a truly attracti ve

option for everyone, urban and

sub-urban dwellers. However,

take away from its accessibili

ty.
The same strategy is

planned for the Sheppard sub
way line, whose terminus is

just north of the hwy401 at

hwy404. Construction of the

line has been plagued by the
city's organisational ineffi
ciencies, and was actually halt
ed at one point. The idea is for
people coming from north of

the city to leave their cars at
the parking garage and take the
tube downtown. instead of

increasing volunle on the Don
Valley Parkway. Think of the

extra parking and fare costs to
the daily grinder, over and·

above the cost of gas, insur
ance and time. Who is benefit

ing, profiting? Is this viable to
the average income earner? A

larger public transit system
could be the beginning of a
new vision of urban and sub
urban existence, but a larger
sh ift in pub1ic val ue s m ust
accompany it.

Arguably, it was the
tearing down of the east por-

tion of the Gardiner

Expressway that brought

Toronto's highways into the
public's focus, enough to have

discussion about it. To me, it

seems that there are two ways

Toronto could better itself, and
move' closer to becoming a

leading world community.

More highway access would

simply seem like correcting
old mistakes, and would con

tribute to an already out of
hand smog and air quality

problem. A larger public tran

sit system, on the other hand,

could be the beginning of a

new vision of urban and sub

urban existence.

If the city wants to dis

courage cars from the down
town area, it will act on its

plans by restricting pri vate
access to the downtown core to

certain times or days, like the

permit program that exists in

Athens, Greece. Or it could

restrict all cars all the time,

and create a public transit zone

for all of downtown, which

would alleviate many prob

lems like: air pollution, ground

and water table pollution from

for their jobs or other needs.

Others have suggested that the
number is higher. But if urban

sprawl were the reality, then

that for which they come here

should be available in their
own communItIes. Why are

they still coming here? This is
because what we are witness

ing is the mismanagement of
space in favor of business and
development interests.

Granted, if one were
to take a drive eastbound on
the 401, they would see new

office style buildings, and

other amenities of urban

spaces, but it falls way short of
Toronto's downtown construct.

Most of what is located east of
Morningside Avenue is very

inaccessible by public transit.

Only a handful of busses ser
vice the hundreds of streets,

and tens of thousands of peo
ple living there. In the same
sized space downtown, one
could find service from the
TTC on a bus, a streetcar, or a
couple of subway lines. That
is, only if one wants to stay

downtown. To leave the city is

taxing on both time, money,

and at the end of a hard day at
work, the nerves!

It is time that Toronto

revises either the highway sys
tem that feeds and drains
downtown, or the transit sys

tem that services it. or both. It
was said, when construction

on the Allen Expressway was
halted at Eglinton West sta
tion, that it was designed by

the city to discourage drivers

from entering the downtown

area. They were, in a way,

encouraging the use of public

transit. But if one were to

travel to that terminus, one

would be hard pressed to find

parking available. What high

way, not city, planners intend
ed was for the Allen to extend

down to the Spadina
Expressway, thus offering

another connection between

the 401 and the Gardiner for

the ridiculous amount of cars

that travel in and around the

city everyday. Another such

connection was intended for

the highway 400, but that route

also includes many turns that

The mayor and city

councilors. in conjunction with

the Toronto Transit

Commission, have been dis

cussing plans that would deal
with the TTC's budget and
Toronto traffic problems. It

has been reported that the ci ty
could expect that some of its
downtown streets would be

restricted to private traffic.
Also included in these talks is
the TTC's plan to hike its fares

significantly.
In 1ight of the recent

closure to the Gardiner exten

sion and plans to redevelop the _
waterfront, it is about time that

citizens use this discussion

window to have a say as to

how movement within the
GTA could be improved.

Experts have used the
phrase ·urban sprawl' to
describe the traffic problem in
Toronto's downtown core.
What this phrase overlooks is
the quali ty of space that it tries

to describe. Urban sprawl is

generally a term for urban zon

ing practices being carried out

at a distance from the original

center of activity. An increase

in population commands an
increase in demand for housing
and jobs, and mobility
becomes a necessity for one's

livelihood. But is the quality

of space and services the same
in the GTA's Scarborough

community, as it is downtown?

Perhaps a closer look at the

amount of services, diversions,

employment opportunities and

other demographic statistics

could help to correct the mis
nomer 'urban sprawl'. A better

term to describe what is hap
pening would be 'sub-urban
sprawl'.

'foronto City planners
seem to be keeping the goodies
that so many of us could use
like a truly efficient public

transit systeln, confined to the

downtown area. It has been

suggested that Toronto's com

muter shed is about an hour.

This means that people travel,

on average, for an hour before

getting to Toronto, everyday,

1.1. O'ROURKE
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Spontaneously Balling Jordan

As a full-time student at

York University, I understand

how hard it can be to find a job

given our hectic schedules. It is

not always easy finding work.

I was confused during my first

year at York. I had no idea how

I could go about searching for a

part-time job. I was on the

Internet every break I had,

searching various sites. The

jobs I found did not suit my

needs as a student. I then heard

of Career Services at York, so I

decided to give them a visit.

Career Services at York intro

duced me to a web-site called

Campus WorkLink. I soon dis

covered that Campus WorkLink

was the means by which

employers could post their posi

tions and make them available
to York students and grads. As a
York student, you have access to
job postings for internships,

part-time work, full-time work,

summer jobs, on-campus posi

tions, and you can post your

reSUlne online and view employ

er profiles.

In fact, I have found

three jobs through Campus

WorkLink. The best thing is that

my current job relates to my

major, sociology, so I am getting

actual experience within my

own field of study! A job search

can be very frustrating, but with

the support of your post-sec

ondary institution's Career

Services, the aid of peers, pro

fessional contacts, mentors,

along with tools such as Campus

WorkLink, the journey can be

much less stressful. When my

fellow peers tell me how hard it

is to find work these days, I
always respond with "Campus

WorkLink to the rescue!"

To access Campus

WorkLink, go to their web-site

at www.campusworklink.com.

click on New Job Seeker, then

on Register Now! When asked

for an institutional password,

call Career Services at

(416)736-5351, and soon you

will be on your way.

CamRus
WorRLink
To the
Rescue
SHADI YAZDAN

The Saint,
The Hero,
and The
Clown
CAROLYN COOK

This month, the

Glendon Gallery is presenting

the works of Toronto-based

artist John Iacobelli. The exhib

it, "The Saint, The Hero, and

The Clown", differs from most

as it is the product of a collabo

ration between the artist and

Glendon sociology professor

Marc Lesage for a book based

on the same theme. The exhibit

begins with a wall of hand-writ

ten excerpts from Marc Lesage's

text that sets a tone of duality

between hope and despair in

which one can situate the artist's

works. The exhibit is composed

of both large scale paintings and

then smaller ink ones, which are

to appear in Lesage's book.

The works and texts

explore the themes of three
important figures in our new
modernist 'society - the saint, the

hero, and the clown, while

emphasizing self-exploration

following a century of world

wide turmoil and human disas

ter. Iacobelli presents images of

chaos and confusion that are

juxtaposed with careful yet pre

carious balance. Basic arche

typal profiles that appear

throughout the works lend a cer

tain sense of tension as they are

not able to turn to the viewer.

The recurring motifs of circles

and spheres, representative of

the saint's halo, transform at

times to targets and spiraling

vortexes.

Extracts of Lesage's

chapters on the three figures act

as a type of subtext throughout

the exhibit which also adds an

interesting visual dimension to

the presentation. The collabora

tion culminated with an interac

tive forum on March 20th,

where the concepts of both the

written and visual works were

discussed and debated.

The exhibit runs until

March 31 st and a trip to the

gallery is worthwhile for this

interesting exploration of human

consciousness. [this is the best

show I've seen at the gallery

ed.]

Hours ofOperation:
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10:00 am ., 1:00 ant

earlier that day. Fellow pas
sengers glared at the perplex
ing puddle - the snowball
aftermath. "They were bitter.
It robbed them of a seat, and I
couldn't stop giggling like a
little schoolgirl," Jordan
confessed. In reality, we are
both just giggling schoolgirls,
and quite exasperated by
attempting to deny it.

The entire 'spur-of
the-moment' scheme demon
strates to be strangely satisfy
ing, even if it was just for a
single brief moment.
Sometimes that's all it takes.
It feels good to get away with
pointless stuff and to break
routine, as immature as that
sounds. We'll only sink our
selves if we continually strive
to be completely deep and
serious, especially when we're
not. So by all means, go ahead
and take few swigs of 'non
sense indulgence' to balance
life out. Treat yourself to that
"quickie" with whomever you
please in the nearest bath
room, for we are only young
so long ...

merely responding to the urge
to feel ali ve.

While waiting for the
Lawrence bus the other day
with my friend Jordan, the
snow was so fresh I couldn't
refuse the opportun ity to make
a snowball. When the bus
finally came, the snowball fit
conveniently into my coat
pocket, and we got on. Five
minutes later, arriving at my
stop, I said good-bye to Jordan
and swi ftly left the snowball
as well. It sat clear as day in
the middle of one
of the many wonderful fuzzy,
red seats.

I wondered whether
anything would happen to my
stupid, youthful enthusiasm
the next day. "There was
laughter mixed in with a
smidgen of confusion and con
cern," Jordan explained, when
people eventually became
aware of the snowball so skill
fully put out of place. Later
that day, when we had to take
the bus again to get to work,
Jordan noticed that one of the
back seats was completely
soaked - it was the same bus as
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JENNIFER SHEEHY

.WE ACCEPT YORK CARDS
-COFFEE ONLY 85¢

_NOUVEAU SYSTEME DE BIEREEN FOT
-ASSORTMENT OF FESTIVE TREATS

-we SELL BOTTLED AND DRAUGHT BEER
-VENEZ VOIR NOTRE NOU:VELLE SELECTION DE

BIERESEN BOUTEILLES ET EN FOT
_STUDY IN OUR NON-SMOKING, QUIET PIPE LOUNG·E

A fter sitting through
infinite hours of classes day in
and day out, there's this over
whelming need for 'non-seri
ous' anti-routine relief. The
concept of following through
with crazy thoughts and ideas
(sober) is an interesting tech
nique in favour of changing
pace. Bullshit? Never. 'It's
diamond ... all diamond', like
my hero Leonard Cohen would
say. Acting spontaneous is
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Vive Le Quebecois Death· Metal!
PHIL RUTLAND

Extreme Metal shows
are rare in North America and
especially in Canada, since
most of the leading bands
come from Europe, and the
trek across the ocean is usual
ly too costly for most groups.
But here in Canada we are for
tunate. For those who think

that Canadian talent recog
nized abroad means simply

Celine Dion. Neil Young and

those guys \vhose hit song was
covered by Lenny Kravitz
~l\\'h iIe ago. \Vc II you arc very
nluch in the wrong. Canada
lately has been receiving
pr~ll ~c ~ frorn intern ati on al
sources for its cutting-edge
ext renle 01 eta I acts . M0 st 0 f
them COOle frorn Quebec.

On St. Patrick's day,

\vhile everyone was out drink

ing green beer, a friend and I

Inade our \vay to the Reverb at
Queen and Bathurst for a taste
of what Canada has to offer in
Extreme Metal. The occasion
was a CD release for a compi
lation entitled: Into the
Blizzard - Canadian Assault,
featuring a plethora of
Canadian Metal bands, many
new to the scene, but also fea
turing a few older acts.

Playing on this night

were Quo Vadis and

Kataklysm from Montreal,
Blood of Christ from London,
and Solus from Toronto. All
four of these groups are fea
tured on the 17-track CD.
Having just purchased Quo
Vadis' latest release "Day Into
Night", and Blood of Christ's
"A Dream to Remember", I
was really geared up for their
sets; I was pretty pumped for

Kataklysm too (more on them
later).

While waiting for the
music to begin, my friend and
I were approached by Adrian
Bromely who is a writer for
the e-zine "Chronicles of
Choas", as well as
Unrestrained!, a metal-zine
based in Mississauga. He gave
us a free copy of their latest
issue and we talked for a bit.
That's souvenir #1.

Trio Blood of Christ

were the first band to grace
the stage, after the usual hour
plus delays which seem to'

plague all metal shows. Blood
of Christ's set was very strong
but they showed signs of
being a young band. The
music was strong and flaw
less, technical black/death
metal with acoustic parts. It
became quite obvious these
guys weren't afraid to experi

ment. The songs shifted from

serene beauty to infernal bru

tality effortlessly. My only

complaint about their set was
that the vocals were nearly
inaudible and the band mem
bers seen1ed content to stand
still for the n10st part.

After their set my
friend and I talked to some
guys who are going to the
three day Mega Fest-Evil

coming to Toronto in April.
We talked metal while
Montreal's Quo Vadis we're

setting up behind us. After
what seemed like a short
break, Quo Vadis graced the
stage with their undeniable
presence, pacing around the
stage like the crazy Quebecois
they are. Their searing set
opened with the song
Absolution, minus the quiet
part at the end. The band tore
through such personal
favorites from Day Into Night

such as "I Believe" and

"Hunter/Killer", as well as

songs from their debut
Forever. "Vive Ie Quebecois
Death Metal!", I shouted at
one point, which made bassist
Remy Beauchand give me a
high five. One of Quo Vadis'
most entertaining songs of the
night featured thei~ rhythm
guitarist playing the violin.
While it wasn't a slow dirge

of the "My Dying Bride" vein,

or even some Celtic thing, it

was easily the catchiest song
of their set. Unfortunately,
they were cut short, and it
ended memorably with the
epic "On' The Shores of

Ithaca" .
Afterwards I wanted

to give my head a break after
all that head-banging and
bought a drink (5$ for a beer 
Ouch!), and watched Salus'
set from afar. Salus' set was

solid Death/Thrash.

Entertaining, but nothing to

write home about.
In the interim, my

friend and I spotted Quo \!adis
bassist Remy Beauchand
hanging out with the fans. We
talked a bit. He seemed sur
prised to find a francophone
in this neck of the woods. He
said to me (approximately):
"Quo Vadis owe me 3 000 $.
And you know what? I don't

care. I'm in this 'for the music,

not for the money. We had to
pay our own' gas to come here.

We're not rock stars. I'm not a

rock star. I'm just a regular
guy." That is why Extreme

Metal is the strongest music
scene alive and why it will
never die. No one goes into
Extreme Metal for the money.
They do it for the music.
Metal will always be infinite

ly more creative and pure than
any other music genre in the
world. And when was the last
time you saw Bono or Britney

Spears hanging out with one
of their fans who didn't have a

backstage pass?
After Salus, there was

only one band left to play. The
fathers of the Northern
Hyperblast, an insanely fast
style of drumming, the

almighty Kataklysm! In the
realm of Quebec Death Metal,
Kataklysm are second only to
Cryptopsy in terms of musical
depth, daring and brutality.

Even on the world\vide scene

Kataklysm are well known

and respected. Kataklysm

however are on a bit of a
downward slip. Ever since the
departure of original vocalist
and all-around lunatic Sylvain
Houle three years ago, the
band's style has changed
somewhat: the previously fre
quent abrupt time changes and
musical change-ups are now
less frequent, replaced by a
more groovy element which
has led to their slipping in

critical eyes with their latest
opus-1999's The Prophecy.

Still, the element of brutality
and intelligent sci-fi concept

albums is still very much
intact.

Having experienced
Kataklysm's excruciatingly
brutal 71-minute live album,
which frankly is just too
much, I was interested to see
how they would do.
Kataklysm's set began with a

calm, Dead Can Dance-ish

ambient part before the band
exploded into "Astral

Empire". From then on,
Katalkysm never let up; the
brutality and intensity was
constant and flooring. You
could not stand still, you
could not just sit down and
drink your beer while they
played. They grabbed your
attention and energy and held
it forever. Everyone was head
banging, it didn't matter if

your hai r was three feet long

or three inches. The band
played such old classics as
"Sorcery" and "The
Awakener" (the only
Kataklysm song that actually
has melody in it). The band
previewed two new songs
from the upcoming album ten
tatively titled "Epic In
September, Manipulator of
Souls, and Fathers From the
SUllS", which definitely point
ed towards the band's older
sound. The only break in their
'onslaught of brutality was the
one-minute pause between the

last song of the original set

and the first song of the
encore, "1999-6661: 2000",

which opens with a sample
from the movie Dark City.
After Kataklysm finished
their encore set with "The
Awakener", I ripped off their
set list from one of the moni
tors to acquire souvenir #2. I
bought the "Into the Blizzard"

camp for 5$ and a Quo Vadis
shirt - souvenirs #3 & 4.

Now, writing this arti

cle three days later, I can say
that this show left me with a
very lasting impression. I'm
playing the "Into the
Blizzard" CD, I just finished
reading the Unrestrained!
magazine, I'm wearing my
Quo Vadis shirt, and my neck
sti 11 hurts!
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My Ego, My Ego, Mine, Mine, Mine

What's Up With Those Stairs, Anyway? Sex:
Not A Movie

DARREN AZEEZ

More often than not
you'll find me sitting in class,
looking up at the clock, checking
if the lecture is over yet. I'll tap
my pen on my notebook, bounce
my knee up and down, look all
over the room to see who is just
as tired of class as I am.
Everyone has their own reasons
for not wanting to be there, the
pub night that didn't end till half
an hour before class, the rumble
in the belly that hasn't been sat
isfied because you thought that
you would skip breakfast just to
get that extra ten minutes of
snooze time, but my reason is a
httle different.

Within the past 6
months I've found myself look
ing at the clock every five min-

ANGELA WALCOTT

I never imagined that
climbing stairs would be such an
issue. Actually, the mere thought
of it sends shivers down my
spine. I am not referring to the
set of stairs that students take
enroute to class. I am talking
about those killer winding steps
behind the Glendon Manor.

In my first year at Glendon,
it was difficult enough to climb
down the steep crooked slabs of
uneven concrete without grip
ping the thin slippery black rail
ing for dear life. Being afraid of
heights somehow didn't fit into
the equation. I managed to ease
my way down pausing every
now and then. like an unsteady
child taking their first steps (no
pun intended). While fighting
off waves of nausea I miracu
lously survived the treacherous

utes because I can feel the urge
in my muscles. The weightroom
beckons. It's as though I spent
around six thousand dollars on a
gym pass, where class is just a
formality before going to the
gym. I've felt this way for a
while, and like any obsession,
whether it be food, drugs or alco
hol ~ it has to be fed. I rise out of
my chair, quickly throw my
things into my bag and head for
the weights, which confidently,
have been waiting for me since
yesterday's workout. My
moti ves are di fferent than most
people think. I'm not over
weight. I'm 5' 10 and weigh in at
140 pounds which is pretty light,
but when I'm in the gym I feel
like a human juggernaut. I lift as
much weight as I can as many
times as I can just to see the
blood pumping into my veins.

descent. "Fait accompli," I say
to myself. No problem. I can do
this. Right? Wrong? While
expending all of my energy by
working out at the gym for about
an hour, it did not occur to me
that those same steps would still
be a threat to me.

The first few steps are okay,
but it isn't until about halfway
up that reality starts to bite. And
I mean literally bite. My legs
cramp and what is a fear of
heights takes on a new meaning.
Looking up is scarier than look
ing down. I no longer have to
glance down to feel my heart
pounding, but I look up and see
my worst nightmare looming
before me. I have no way out.
No alternative is available for
me but to tackle those dreaded
stairs like it is some sort of
Himalayan trek.

Now in my second year, as

The muscles in my chest are
tight and hard, my skin is glis
tening due to the sweat that has
accumulated on the surface. I
find myself working out to the
point of exhaustion, till I can't
feel my forearms, a tingling burn
in my legs and I feel the need to
vomit. To most
people it seems sickening, but to
me, its something I aim for each
and every time I enter the weight
room. My obsession is shared by
many who workout religiously,
some my age, others who are in
their sixties. Men and women
both seem to spend their free
time taking their bodies to the
extreme. I've seen girls on the
steppers for up to an hour,
drenched in sweat, their eyes
glazed over due to shear pain
and exhaustion yet they continue
on. These women aren't over-

people pass me on their way
down, I receive the all too famil
iar empathetic smile as I lift my
legs of lead. I ponder and ask
myself "What is up with these
stairs anyway?" (No pun intend
ed of course). Instead of busting
my chops on the treadmill or
lifting weights, I could have
climbed these stairs and had it
all over and done with in less
than 5 minutes. Target heart
rate, soaking brow and cramped
muscles all courtesy of those
"steps." Now all I have to do is
calculate the total number of
calories that I have burned and I
am in business.

For me, those steps are a true
test of what the human body and
mind are capable of accomplish
ing both physically and mental
ly, and no workout at the gym
will convince me otherwise.

weight either, some of them look
as though they're going to crum
ble as soon as they step off the
machines. I share in their drive
to take the human body to its
limit. To some it may seem like
hysteria surrounding the gym,
people working out in droves to
achieve something that is impos
sible, a body chiseled in stone
like Adonis. The myth does not
exist.

I have no desire to
become a bodybuilder. I often
look at magazines just to see
what human monsters look like
and laugh. I don't work out to be
stared at by women. I don't want
to be the envy of all men. What I
do is for myself. The self-satis
faction of being strong and hav
ing confidence in myself. No
doubt that from what I've writ
ten, people will think that my

PATTI AND SELMA

Rather than write your average
review, we decided to sit down
and record our conversation this
way. We thought it would be
more interesting.

P: DUDE! I SAW SEX AGAIN
THIS WEEKEND!
S: REALLY?! ME TOO!!
SWEET!!
P: DID YOU KNOW THAT
SEX IS A WHOLE LOT OF
FUN?
S: YEAH, SOMETIMES I FOR
GET AND HAVE TO SEE IT
AGAIN TO REMIND MYSELF.'
P: OVER AND OVER AND
OVER... SEX IS A MOVIE
THAT EVERYONE HAS TO
SEE. BUT SEE IT RIGHT

~ NOW. OTHERWISE IT
~ MIGHT NOT BE PLAYING AT
~ A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
~ S: OR YOU MAY ONLY BE

ABLE TO GET IT IN RENTAL.
P: LIKE FROM THE
BLOCKBUSTER AT JANE
AND FINCH?
S: YEAH, THAT'S THE ONE I
WAS THINKING OF.

fascination is something that is
not healthy, but everyday I feel
healthier for having my obses
sion, I can breathe deeper, run
further and feel better about
myself than with any other
obsession in the world.

P: DUDE. I'D RECOMMEND
SEX TO EVERYONE. SEE IT
WITH BOYS, SEE IT WITH
GIRLS ... IT'S GOOD FUN FOR
ALL.
S: ANYONE CAN ENJOY A
GOOD POOL SCENE.
P: PERSONALLY, I LIKED
THE MOOD, THE SILLY
PLAYFULNESS.
S: IT WAS REALLY INTER
ESTING TO SEE THE PEOPLE
COMING OUT OF THE THE
ATREAFfER IT WAS OVER.
P: YEAH, THE FIRST TIME I
SAW IT, FRANKLY, I WASN'T
TOO PLEASED.
S: NO, I KNOW WHAT YOU
MEAN. THE FIRST ITME I
SAW IT, I THOUGHT IT WAS
SO BAD THAT I LIKEN IT TO
FALLING ON THE CROSS
BAR OF MY BICYCLE. IT'SA
MOVIE YOU HAVE TO SEE A
FEW TIME BEFORE IT REAL
LY DOES ANYTHING FOR
YOU.
P: YUP. IT TOOK AWHILE,
BUT NOW IT'S MY ALL
TIME FAVOURITE.
S: SOMETIMES I'D RATHER
NOT SEE ANY OTHER
MOVIE AGAIN.
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Sudan.

PHIL THEE

The Canadian government easily casts
down its aegis of political correctness and compas
sion to hide behind hypocrisy. In Canada, we spend
millions of dollars to combat teen smoking, tben
send people to China to·sell them our smokes. Keep
in mind that millions of dollars are also made from
the tax of those same cigorettes. Africa's geo
graphically largest country, Sudan, is currently
embroiled in a bloody civil war that has claimed
two million lives over the last 18 years. This is the
longest ongoing civil war in the world and is funded
by oil; blood oil.

The Sudanese government. a government
under UN sanctions for terrorism and human rights
violations, derives between $300 million and $500
million a year from oil produced by foreign corpora
tions in southern Sudan. This is roughly what the gov
ernment spends on its war efforts. Talisman Energy
Inc., Canada's largest independent oil producer,
owns a 25 percent stake in Sudan's oil fields. China
and Malaysia control the remainder. China is also
Sudan's primary arms supplier. For a time it was

involved in a three-way transaction in which
Chinese equipment was sent to Sudan's Islamic
regime and was paid for by oil from Iran. The USA
has forbidden American companies from doing
business in Sudan.

This must have been a hard nut to swallow
considering it was Chevron, an American compa
ny, that originally discovered oil in Sudan and invest
ed a billion dollars in the 80's before pulling out after
the onset of civil war in 1983. Chevron sold it's hold
ings for a reported $25 million. After changing hands

·several times, the rights ended up with Talisman. In
1999, the Canadian government sent an envoy to
check out wide spread reports of gross human
rights abuses around the oil fields. They include:

- Engineered famine as a weapon of war
'and indiscriminate aerial bombing of civilian
sites including hospitals

. - Abduction and enslavement of people for
war booty

- Scorched earth policies of destroying
crops to prevent people returning to their land.
Its findings were published in the Harker Report,
which directly linked these abuses to the activities of
the oil industry.

Instead of putting direct pressure on the
Sudanese government or banning Canadian com
panies from Sudar:, Canada opted for a "construc
tive engagement" approach. It politely asked
Talisman to use its influence to get Sudan to clean
up its act. According to reports by the US
Committee of Refugees, bombing of civilian targets
have doubled in the year since the Harker Report
was published. A UN report on human rights in
Sudan calls the situation "a systematic policy of
bombing civilians".

But Canada says nothing. Perhaps because
Talisman must rely on the same army that kills those
people to protect its operations. The main rebel
group fighting the government. the Sudan People's
Liberation Army (SPLA). says they don't recognize
agreements with foreign firms. No surprise these
firms unquestionably support the stance of the gov
ernment. Corporations now have all the rights of
people without any accountability. What kind of
message are we, as a nation, sending to the world
if we continue to let corporations make blood
money wherever they please? The same message
we sent to China with Chretien and his trade envoy.
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Free Falling
Democracv:
Quebec Citl
and Evervthing
Alter
ROB SHAW

Jenna is sitting at the round kitchen table in a
small Toronto apartment listing a nightly agenda. Her
and the six others, who patiently wait, have gathered
like this once before and will continue to do so for the
next few weeks. It's spring and less than a month until
the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) negotia
tors are to meet for three days in Quebec City (April
20-22, 2001) to discuss the future of trade in the
Western Hemisphere.

She begins by handing out photocopied arti
cles about the FTAA and pamphlets that portray the
long-term consequences. Meetings such as this have
become an almost ritualized subculture throughout
the world; where, on a daily basis, the agendas of
trade groups like the FTAA and the WTO are being dis
cussed openly. It's this kind of organization that will,
make an impact, Jenna tells me.
The group will spend the rest of the two hours dis
cussing the finer details of the trip like how they'll get
there, who will bring medical supplies, where they'll

sleep, and who will get them out of jail - if that should
be the case. For Jenna it's her fourth protest and for
the others, much like the 10-20,000 people expected
to flood into Quebec City, it's their first. -

The FTAA as being negotiated right now, is
believed to be the most far-reaching trade agree
ment in history. Following the same ideology as
NAFTA the FTAA will incorporate 34 countries that will
manifest a free trade route stretching from
Anchorage, Alaska to Tierra del Fuego, Argentina;

and, by implementing this, will, essentially, further
remove all corporate liabilities with regards to pro
tecting workers, human rights issues as well as any
health and environmental standards that may inter
fere with the trade agreement.

Free trade deals, like the proposed FTAA
allow corporations to only pay duty on value added
that is, the difference in the cost of an assembled
product from that of its individual parts when transfer
ring the finished goods to another country's market.
For example, the countries included in the FTAA
agreement will only be required to pay tariffs on the
whole product - an automobile - rather than the parts
that they may have to import to make the automo
bile. Incidentally, this means that because there is a
removal of tariffs on importing goods then a corpora
tion is more inclined to set up partial industries in less
economically stable countries. By manufacturing in
these countries the company is able, primarily,' to
avoid all labour and environmental
laws, which they may otherwise have to adhere to,
and, seemingly, increase profit margins for them
selves. An agreement like the FTAA Will allow countries
such as Canada to legally exploit nations and at the
same time, remove all accountability towards the
conditions that they impose on people and their envi
ronment.

Jenna continues moving the discussion
around the table. At times, they begin to focus on
why they're going to Quebec City and why they'd
risk arrest and violence from the $35 million police
presence that will be guarding the summit. Charles, a
tall thin male, questions as to how he can denounce
a system like Canada's; a system, as he says, that has
allowed him to do what he wants, buy what he wants
and work. It's a simple paradox and one that is
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DENNIS YANCHUS

(A response to Michael de Villiers's 'Perils of
Globalization)

I am so glad that you are taking an interest in the
diverse, often contradictory bundle of issues people like
to call "Globalization'. You are right to be nervous
about what is going on in Canada and it's relationship
to other countries of the world. Change is scary and
most people if they were honest would say that uncer
tainty is not a feeling they enjoy. However, I would like
to draw attention to some of the points that you have
raised for I'm not sure that the way you are looking at
the opening up of trade - what you would call
'Globalization" - is the right way to think about it.

First, in terms of inequity, I fail to see how trade
leads to rising income inequity. The opening up of a
country's borders allows resources that were previously
occupied in the production of those goods and ser
vices which can now be produced abroad at a rela
tively lower cost to be moved to other industries for
which the original country has a relative advantage in
production. This allows total world production and lhus
consumption to increase. Translating back to a country
like Canada, thi~ should mean rising levels of income in
the aggregate.

What you are discussing is the situation within a
country in which a relatively small portion of the popu
lation is able to procure an inordinate fraction of the
gains from trade. Notice, that this has nothing to do with

international trade per se but instead has to do with
issues like the quality of political institutions, the neutrali
ty of the judiciary etc. These internal problems would be
there with or without trade. Furthermore, it is possible
that the only reason a country's citizenry ever comes to
r~cognize the level of internal inequity is because the
door to trade is opened in t-he first place; cross country
comparisons are made, cultural links established etc.

If we carry this story further, one thing econo
mists have been discovering in the past few years is that
the pattern of change in most countries is not political
or institutional reform then international trade then
growth but rather international trade then political or
institutional reform then growth. This would suggest that
international trade might eventually lead to a reduction
in income inequity, assuming of course that we could
find a definite relationship at all. Certainly, in the case of
Canada, the opening to trade through NAFTA has had
some part in the prosperity Canadians have enjoyed
since the recession of the early 1990's. For that at least.
if not for other reasons, Mulroney should be given cred
it not criticism. Moving on to your point about mergers
between Canadian banks, the MacKay report on the
financial services sector in Canada which was pub
lished by the department of Finance in 1998, states that
Canadians, despite having little affection for the large
banks, felt generally satisfied with the level of service
they received. Furthermore, Canadian banks were able
to offer more services at lower costs than their
American counterparts. You are right when you say that
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literarv Trade Agreements
9 ....

er becoming more emphasized within the mainstream
:)- media as the FTAA summit approaches.
lY This is not a hypocrisy, Jenna explains, it is not
~r- about the reaping of the benefits or who is getting

them, but about how the benefits are being sought.
1\, She continues by saying that the FTAA's intentions
j, and actions will, eventually, forcibly give corporations
'd more control and power over governments and that
~r- the civil society - democracy - will have nothing to
~t. say to defend themselves. Unlike NAFTA the FTAA will
A follow a tougher set of trade rules, often compared to
Ie the WTO. This means that the FTAA will be legally enti
ts tied to override certain government standards with
)- regards to trade and if the country is not compliant.
a then they will face stiff penalties.
)- After the foiled attempts of other trade
ss agreements like APEC and the WTO in Seattle, a
in strong pressure is being put on the FTAA to try and
o push bock the dote of completion from 2005 to 2003.

It is believed, by some, that if the FTAA is a failure in
), Quebec then these massive trade agreements may
,- be put on hold for a few years. This is, ideally, what
3S Jenna and the others would like to see. By forcing the
e summit to be delayed, or even cancelled, it would
e result in a victory, odds Jenna. At the some time, the
li- precautions that are being token by the Canadian

government which have included a fence around
In the summit area, as well as on overpriced police
In force, leave most to believe that they are very
d serious about pulling this off without any problems.
:e However, Jenna and ihe others, much like
a most mal<ing the trip to Quebec, are not planning to
e physically destroy the summit. but to rather make
JS their voices heard, to sit and stand in protest. and
ts hope that on agreement like this will not be imple
is mented at least for now.

CATHERINE HANCOCK

BURBANK- My two major addictions have
now combined. On February 20, 2001, the Coco
Cola Company and Worner Bros. Pictures,
announced that they are joining forces to celebrate
and, most importantly, promote the release of the
highly anticipated film, "Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone". (The film title may vary by coun
try.)

Coco-Colo will be the sole global marketing
portner for both the motio") picture, coming out mid
November, and the video release to follow. It is
believed that Coco Colo's worldwide resources and
geographic reach will bring the importance of Harry
Potter to people and communities all around the
globe.

As part of this agreement. over the next sev
eral years, Coco-Colo will develop a brood-based
reading initiatives program in communities where it
does business. Their main focus is to help both adults
and children discover the magical capabilities of
their imaginations through reading. This strategic
alliance is sure to gain both companies a few million
dollars in the process.

The film itseif is currently underway in
England. It is directed by Chris Columbus ("Mrs.
Doubtfire") and starring Daniel Radcliffe (BB~'s

"David Copperfield") as the young Harry Potter, and
Richard Harris as Professor Albus Dumbledore.

Just days before their announcement with

Coco-Colo, Warner Bros. launched the official
Harry Potter website (www.harrypotter.com). The
site will continue to grow and evolve as exclusive
features and elements are added throughout the
film's production. To reach all of the fans who have
mode "Harry Potter" a global phenomenon,
Worner Bros. plans to release "local-language-cus
tomized" versions of the Harry Potter website in
French, Spanish, German, Italian and Japanese.
Other language-customized sites ore scheduled to
follow.

It sounds that all the bases have been cov
ered and Harry Potter will soon sweep the notion
once again. Now all we need is some Buffy in the
mix and I'm golden.

a merger between two of the big bonks would mean
job losses, however. given the quality of our bonking
sector it need not mean reduced service. As to the
question of whether the big bonks need to merge in the
first place, I would soy that given the forthcoming finan
cial services legislation which will allow foreign interests
to acquire up to .20% instead of the present 10% stoke in
Canadian bonking institutions, it would be prudent to
prevent takeover. Remember that holding 20% of the
stock of a very widely held institJtion such as the Royal
Bonk effectively gives foreign interests control (which to
me is not necessarily such a bod thing). The underval
ued Canadian dollar also doesn·t help. If Canadian
bonks wont to expand into more markets outside
Canada than they already have they will need the
deeper pockets which a merger will bring.

Finally, to your point aDout the dye and point
companies in Minnesota that relocated to Mexico I can
only ask why aren't you smiling? Whenever I hear that a
company has moved their production to Thailand or
India I smile. Why? Because I know that I have been
mode better off. Before the mo\/e,. highly productive
factors such as Canadian skilled workers were being
wasted. With such high levels of education and skill sets
in Canada, labour should be used in the production of
those goods and services, which can command high
enough rates of return to justify tr,eir use. If you really
wont to produce point and dye, and thus only utilize
low skill sets then I would suggest passing a low which
requires students to leave school and enter the work-

force after grade 8. Allowing education to continue
after this point would be wasteful and inefficient. One
may wont to argue that it is possible that the jobs, which
were lost at the point factory to foreign countries, were
high skill jobs and that assuming that the production of
point and dye is a form low - tech. production is pre
sumptuous. However, this caveat can be answered by
saying that first, if the company has decided to pro
duce in a country with low skilled labour. that this is evi
dence in of itself that the production must have been
low skilled.

Secondly, even if it was high skilled production
that was leaving, this would only signal that there was
some kind of institutional or political foetor. such as taxes
which were too high or lows which were inefficient, that
was preventing the proper trade patterns from occur
ring ..

Let me finish by saying this, I started this article
saying that it is good to be interested and to toke port
in the opening up of 'trade with the rest of the world.
There are losers from trade. The most obvious example
is the underskilled of us in society, the production line
worker, the blue-collar type. Despite rising aggregate
income, these individuals are left behind as low tech.
Labour intensive manufacturing goes abroad. Once
again, the problem is not trade but rather the lock of
retraining or re-skilling opportunities for these people
within Canada. For everyone to benefit unambiguously
from trade, governments and industries will have to
come up with a solution to this retraining problem. There

have been some isolated examples where individual
companies have addressed this problem. However, if
we wont all Canadians to share in the benefits from
trade of which we are only just beginning to see then
we will have to make more progress in this area.

However, remember, in the aggregate, tnere is
no link between trade and jobs. As we remove
resources from one area of prGduction because of the
change In relative prices resulting from opening up of
trade, we also odd resources to another area of pro
duction. As to whether this leaves labour better or worse
off, we cannot soy. Clearly, if in moving to another
industry, some labour is unable to move because of low
or inappropriate skill sets (labour is highly skilled but not
in the area in question) then this labour would be worse
off. However, labour which does possess the right skills
for the area in which production is moving may see their
wages rising and possibly substantially so. However, this
would be only in the short run. Once again, increasing
the opportunities for labour to re-skill itself will reduce
the time it tokes for the Canadian economy to deal
with the structural unemployment problem. Despite all
the controversy international trade works and is going
to continue. What academics, the labour movement
~:md concerned citizens should be doing instead of
smashing windows and fighting police is pushing gov
ernment and industry to make sure that displaced
labour is given a chance to re-skill and re-enter the
economy.
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Carnivore

cating as is ours. It is because of this assump
tion that I can believe that one day social
interaction will not be a feared unknown, but
a common practice.

There's always the phone, right? Not
really. Echelon, the mother of all sUNeillance
systems, monitors the English speaking world's
electronic communication. This system is a
throw-back from the Cold War years when
everyone was paranoid about the Russians.
America's National Security Agency (NSA) is
the lead player, but Canada, New Zealand,
Australia and Great Britain are all key players.
Five countries all sharing and collecting infor
mation on their own citizens and the rest of the
world. Echelon used to have many stations
world-wide capable of listening in to short
wave transmission, Short-wave is going out of
style these days so Echelon spends most of its
time monitoring the Intelsat network of geo
stationary communications satellites. Echelon
also has its own spy satellites capable of mon
itoring the microwave transmissions from
mobile phones and their mother stations, as
well as the microwave networks that many
countries still maintain as part of their commu
nications infrastructure.

So who cares,. right? The French, nor
mally a whiny bunch with a centuries-old
bone to pick with Britain, for one. The French
have launched the equivalent of a class
action suit to sue Britain and the US. They
claim "theft of information" by Echelon led to
loss of contracts by French individuals and cor
porations. Italy and Germany have also cried
foul and started investigations. You might think
this is all just paranoia but I am not alone. Last
year on October 21 st, a concerned group of
computer-geeks calling themselves The
Monitored. called for a global "jam Echelon"
day. They asked as many people as possible
to send mass e-mails containing subversive
words like; "revolution" and "manifesto" in
hopes of monkey-wrenching the whole sys
tem. I wish it had worked. Instead, I've
got a dog to bury and a tube of Preparation
H to apply. Don't believe me though; do a
computer search on your neighbours comput
er for the word Echelon, and you'll see there
really is no such thing as paranoia. They are
out to get you.

ue ee V
ummitolthe

America

(continued from page 11) M a kin g
assumptions is something that I try to refrain
from doing. In this instance, I find comfort and
hope in the assumption that those generations
were at one time as incapable of communi-

PHIL THEE

Benjamin Franklin 1759.

"They that give up essential liberty to
obtain a little temporary safety deserve nei
ther liberty nor safety."

On April 4th, an information meeting will be held at Glendon (time/place TBA)
regarding the Summit of the Americas in Quebec City - April 20, 21,22. All who are
interested should look for postings around Glendon or inquire at Pro Tem and the
GCSU. Busing to and from the event may be provided.

EDMONTON - So I sent a few e-mails out. Big
deal. Everyone is doing it these days. So my
message was about the Embassy, a bar, and I
wrote about getting 'bombed' and 'shotgun
ning' beer. How was I supposed to know
someone called in a bomb threat to the
American Embassy that week. Needless to say
I was surprised to see a SWAT team on my front
lawn the next day. What were they doing
here? What did I do? How· the hell did they
know where I lived?

So after the body cavity search, the
FBI realized they had the wrong man. They
offered to pay for my front door and get me a
new dog from the SPCA. That still didn't
answer my question, though: how the hell did
they know where I lived? The answer.
Carnivore. Carnivore is the FBI's e-mail sUNeil
lance system acting like a drift-net scooping
up 'meaty' words like embassy and bomb.
The system was launched quietly three years
ago and has been used at least 25 times in the
last year. The FBI says they won't use the sys
tem to filter law-abiding citizen's e-mail.

Why are they on my front lawn? There
has been much discussion about the legality
of the system and there is proposed legislation
to make e-mail sUNeillance similar to wire-tap
ping for phones. This would require a case-by
case court order. As it stands, the FBI needs a
court order to tap into a seNice provider's
data traffic. No judge has refused up to now.

The FBI is thinking of changing the
name of the program to something more polit
ically correct. Maybe Bloodhound, or some
thing kinder and gentler, but that doesn't help
my dog or my body-cavities. So the govern
ment can read your e-mail? Who cares?

Sun. Serui: Study. An unlikely combination -'
lInless you're taking a Summer Session course
at Cilrletoo University in Ottawa. Flexib.le and

convenient. Courses lire 8vallable
• days and evenings in classrooms

and on our itv channeL Whatever
• course you choose will fit easily
• into your schedule, leaving time
• for the beach, chores, and. II job.
• everything you need to know is
• on our Web site. Just log on and
.• follow th~ instructions, then g~

• out &0<1 enjoy ·the sun, Yotlre
already 00 your way to a

• brighter future,•• carleton.ca/summer
• Simple. Sensible. Smart.

(613) 52()..3500

-'
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Alienation Generation 2:
Riding the Rocket the Better Wav

"SPHERION.... We Are Changing The Way CANADA HIRES"

Immediate Flexible and Permanent (Bilingual and Unilingual) position3 offering
excellent compensation packages are available within the GTA!

Spherion Workforce Architects is a global-leader in human capital manage~ent: .
Our clients represent a broad spectrum of markets and are amongst the ehte within

their industry.

Toronto Tele-Staffing
T : (41 6) 596-3434
F: (416) 596-8150

• Credit Analysis
• Administrative
• Accounting/Financial

• Collections

inability to communicate. Perhaps it will be
because we will have realized that while our differ
ences seem major to us now, they are in reality
insignificant. What I have seen on the subway is
encouraging. After all, I usually join in on the con
versations of people in their thirties or forties.
(continued on page 10)

Please contact either:

IS KNOWING THE RIGHT PEOPLE TO CALL...

THE REAL KEY TO FINDING THE RIGHT JOB...

I
spherion.

workforce architects

Downtown Toronto
T: (416) 944-3434
F: (41 6) 944-8859

• Customer Service
• Sales Representatives

• Data Entry

• Reception

ation in order to adhere to some unspoken social
rule dictating the uncouthness of speaking with an
unknown member of ones own generation? Does
this rule apply to all generations, or only ours? I find
it hard to believe that when I am in my thirties or for
ties I will find speaking with unknown members of my
own generation to be difficult. I hope that by then
our generation will have overcome this awkward

CAROLYN HENRY

The Thursday of the big snow storm I had to
wait forty-five minutes for a bus, In spite of my feel
ings towards discmen, I was listening to mine. As I
stood waiting for hypothermia to kick in, a woman
who looked to be in her mid-fifties joined me at the
bus stop, Undeterred by my head-
phones, she asked me how long I had
been waiting for the bus, From there
our conversation escalated. Aft e r
fifteen minutes of waiting and talking,
she offered to share a taxi with me.
She even offered to pay for it - seeing
as I am a poor university student. Only
a few minutes after her offer, a bus
arrived and I was saved from uncom-
fortably accepting. We sat together
on the bus and talked about every-
thing from the strike to the weather to
Boston Public.

Later that week, I was remind
ed of my conversation with the
woman on the bus. It surprised me
that every time I brought it up, I was
greeted with astonishment. People
were unable to beHeve that I had
engaged \n conversat\on
with an unknown person on public
transportation. /, however, was
delighted by the conversation, which I
took to be a sign that I indeed was not
using my discman to alienate myself. I
was capable of conversing with peo-
ple, even ones with whom I was unfa-
miliar. Not once during the conversa-
tion was I tempted to put my head-
phones on and block out the conver-
sation.

My brother has confessed that
he too is capable of holding conver
sations with strangers on subways.
After all the horrified glances I had
been subjected to, I was glad to hear
that I wasn't alone in the practice. My
brother and I both revealed that we
felt no qualms about speaking to peo-
ple who were either younger or older
than ourselves. We also agreed that
conversation with unknown people of
relatively our own age was prohibited,
especially on public transportation.
The idea that conversation with
'unknown members of our
generation is forbidden has been
bothering and nagging me in a man
ner similar to the headphone dilem-
ma. I also worry that the headphone
perplexity is in fact tied in to this new
quandary.

What if people are using
headphones as a method of alien-
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USA CRIMINAL JUSTICE CAREERS

hours would have been much
better.

One of the highlights of
the evening was when the
female co-host, Catheri ne

Lambert, sang about hosting
solo. Sung to the tune of '"I Will

Survive" this was a truly funny

act to cut the do\vn time while

performers \vere changing.

Other acts that stood

out \verc Cynthia \Vood singing

"MeITlories" froln the popular

rnusical, Cats~ the ilnlnensely
talented voice of Geoff
McGuire, the dance performed
to the tune of "The Way Y'ou

Make Me Feel," by Tara Beaver~

as well as the trio "Salt "n'

Pepa", consisting of Gillian

Muir, Jane Currie and Sara
Chalmers dancing to "Shoop".

The highlight of that act was the
pimp daddy mackin' it named
Ryan Shantz.

A few things could have
been better, but you can't al ways
please everyone. All the per

formers should get props just for
having the willingness to per
form. Great job to all those who
performed, organized and
watched this annual event.
Hope to see you all next year.

CKRG

Bravo to
Glendon
Performers

is happy to announce that it has set
a target date of April 1, 2001 to have
the radio station broadcasting online.
We are all working very hard to try

to ensure we can adhere to this
deadline, and iron out all the bugs
beforehand. Watch for the official

launch (party) about two weeks
later...

KELLEY GREEN

GLENDON- This year's stu
dent-run and student-performed

talent show, Bravo, took place

March 1st and 2nd at Theatre
Glendon. The show was oozing

with talent from singers to

dancers to a fi ve-person band

naroed Noisegate.

As I sat in my seat I \vas

upset that I didn't enter as a per

former or even a techie. (That's
techie, not trekkie.) These peo

ple made Ine want to jump outta
my seat and bust-a-move. I did

n't. However 1 did cheer for

groups, friends and people I did
n't realize had such talent.

Only a few drawbacks

spring to mind when looking

back on the Bravo opening
night. I found the show to be
tech-heavy. We are at Theatre
Glendon, not The Air Canada
Centre. It's an intimate audience
in a close proximity. You do not
need to have a microphone for

the singers or for the instrument
they are playing. I think that
because of the tech aspect, it
made for a long show: 2 1/2

hours. Thus I and other mem

bers of the audience lost interest.

Cutting it down to 1 1/2 to 2

Pillsbury Doughboy cookies can
put me in the Guinness Book of
Records next to the fattest circus

midget from Nepal while, on the

other hand, gossiping to one's

full content can inform me on

the "to-dos" and "to-don'ts" of a

fearful tribe.

Yet, these positive things can be

negati ve things while these neg

ative things can be positive

things.
Bluntly spoken, you say.
Well. ..

And Finally...

Constantly listening to a given

love ballad can send you straight
to the Cuckoo's Nest while, on
the other hand, being stubborn

and unbeknown to vital yearn
ings of an individual can indeed
save you much grief.

As well, playing video ganles

can leave me with thumbs the

size of quarter-pound henl0r
rhoids while, on the other hand,
conforming to "chique" cliques

can i~crease my standing in the
world.

An apple can be a delightful bite
or it can be a Dead Man's poison

and a yoke of oxen can be total
and utter salvation or it can be a

country's greatest taboo.

It all depends on how you look

at things.

This can be egotistical ranting,

or, it can be "whateveryouwan

tittobe" i.e., a Hopi dancing
song, a dart board, one ply toilet

paper, etc.
It all depends on how you look

at it.

Once again, I like...

1 like to call my grandma on
Sundays because maybe, just
maybe, she will remember my
name this time.
I like the breasts on a woman's
chest because sometimes, just

sometimes, it Blakes up for their
lack of words.

I like to wander in a stream of

consciousness because that is
where I feel comfortable.

I like to see my school run by
"laundered" money because it

proves to me that education is

afoul.

I like to masturbate to Dr. No's

Ursula Andress because no

woman has ever captured that
mystifying beauty.

I like to live among a boisterous
populace because it urges me to

admire the serene mountains
behind a village.

I like positive things.
I like negative things.

non-stanzas, the Sandbergs and

Twains and the non-Sandbergs

and non-Twains because it gives

you options to which you can
tickle your senses.

I like the stubborn, prideful front
of a wonlan because it entices
me to move past her.
I like an old man's company
because he can teach me lessons

I have never learned.
I like the unintelligible, unbe

known fragInents of a woman

because it allows Ine to see

through her wave patterns.

I like the cafeteria ladies' charm

because it displays the notion

that monetary funds do not bring

about happiness.

I like the Pope and his
Popelnobile because I hope that
someday I'll see him crash ina

Lutheran church.

I like positive things.
I like negative things.

I like positive things.
I like negative things.

INTERVIEW IN TORONTO, WORK NEAR BOSTON
SUPERVISE, COUNSEL AND ROLE-MODEL

. JUVENILE JUSTICE YOUTH
BAiBS OR DIPLOMA, CAR AND DRIVER'S LICENSE REQUIRED

CALL: 1·800·863·0076, FAX: 781·340·5357
ONLINE: WWW.HAMSHER.COM

I like positive things.
I like negative things.

PATRICK BOIS

I like.

I like Inusic because it soothes, it

engulfs my soul with its tender
bristles.

I like television because it

encourages Ine to portray this
planet as a sack of shit.
I like the COI1lpany of _others

because their sIniles can alter my

day.

I like the ignorance of others

because it encourages me to

ignore theln ..

I like a morning's dawn because

it elevates everything within it.
I like Iny neighbours' aptitude

for confonnity because it urges

Inc to philosophize.

I like the poetry and the non
poetry of life, the stanzas and the

I like Pillsbury Doughboy cook

ies because they fend off my

cravings for sexual tangos.
I Iike the su fferingin Ii fe
because it makes me appreciate
it more.

I like to observe the mannerisms
of a bird because it pushes me
towards Eastern philosophy.

I like to play video games
because it takes my mind off the

injustices that my government
takes part in.

I like to donate my belongings
because I know how it feels to
receive a gift.

I like the childish, malicious

gossip of the NeIley Blacks of

the world because it makes it

easier for me to sympathize, not
empathize, with their jolly inse
curities.

I like
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The Caveman's Valentine
13

ROSALIND SMITH

At first glance, Romulus is
a homeless person living in a
park in New York City. But, as
he states a couple tinles during
the movie. he is not homeless, he
lives in a cave. Played by actor
Samuel L. Jackson, Romulus is
delusional, schizophrenic, never
taken seriously, and at the same
time, harmless. Before his cur
rent lifestyle, he was a concert
pianist. Many people even con
sidered him a genius when it
came to music. One Valentine
morning, he wakes up to find a
body in a tree just outside his
cave. As the police conclude that
it is just another homeless person
that has frozen to death in the
February winter, a friend of
Romulus' confides in him that he
believes it was a murder. The
plot then develops into
Romulus's search for the truth.

Romulus tries to gain
respect and help from his daugh
ter. who was one of the police

officers at the crime scene.
Romulus' investigation leads
him to the home and studio of a
famous French photographer and
his sister. Along the way,
Romulus gets help from
Anthony Michael Hall's charac
ter (remember him in Breakfast
Club and Sixteen Candles? All
grown up but still CUTE!).
Because Romulus was once a
part of high-society, he can enter
back into that lifestyle easily,
even just for a short while, to
learn and use the people for his
investigation.

As crazy as Romulus may
seem, he is not a stupid person.
If it wasn't for his delusions and
crazy ideas, he wouldn't be able
to re-enter the society that he
once knew. In his delusions,
Romulus's ex-wife often appears
to be the skeptic, not necessarily
to discourage him, but to watch
out for his safety. You f~nd your
self rooting for Romulus because
you really want him to succeed.
He is determined and in the end
he gains the respect of many

people.
Filn1ed in New York City, as

well as our lovely Toronto, The
Caveman's Valentine is a solid
but twisted mystery. If you are
ready to travel into Romulus's
mind and encounter his warped
delusions and crazy ideas, as
well as get to see a nude shot of
Samuel L. Jackson's backside,
go check it out. The Caveman's
Valentine is aesthetically pleas
ing as the visuals compliments
the story.

Call Toda:v To Get StlJrtcd!

1.-888-206-6471
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Magic Is Afoot

KATERINA BAKALIS

Last Friday morning, I
was \voken up by a phone call.
My friend Suzanne was weep
Jng:, and I lInmedlately sat up
In bcd, realIzing sornething
\vas terrIbly wrong. Turns out
her father had suddenly died
the nIght be fore of a ll1aJor
heart attack. He was in perfect
heaIth - he dId n' t s111 0ke, dId
n't drInk, and was well WIthin
the norrnal range for his cho
Icstcrol and blood pressure.
l~c \vas 59 years old.

For some reason, her
dad's death has affected ll1e a
lot. cven though I never actual
ly 111ct hllll. Suzanne was real
lye lose to hlIn, she tal ked
about hlln often, and I knew
that he helped her with her
school projects all the tIme,
sOlnctil11eS drIving downtown
fro 111 PIckering early in the
1110rning to bring her Inaterials
she \vould need. He was a
really loving dad from what I
could tell; he had a happy mar
riage, he felt fulfilled in his
life's work, and he had a very
deep and canng relatIonship
WIth both hIS chIldren and his
WIfe. Maybe this is what
threw me off balance. Was it
fate? Was there a higher
power at work here, choosing
her healthy, caring father to
leave the realm of the li ving,
instead of S0l11e abusive, alco
holic asshole, who will proba
bly live to be 100?

That old question
plagues me, y'know? Why do
the good ones have to go so
soon? It seems that way, does
n't it? It seems like God is
beIng selfish and wants all the
good people in the world to
himself, leaving the evil-doers
to haunt us down here on earth.
Maybe it's His way of punish
ing us for the sinful ways in
which we live, instead of
another flood, which he
promised Noah he would never
do again. I know I'm starting
to sound very fanatical, but
that's another problem I think
SOCIety IS sufferIng of - a lack
of spIrItuality, a malaise of
faith.

The night before

Suzanne's dad died, I was at
her apartment reading an essay
she had written on the young
generation of today and how
much we have separated our
scI ves from spi ritualtty. Her
essay focused on the fact that
many of us see reI iglon as
taboo, and associating our
selves WIth any organized relt
glon seems crazy or Irrational
nowadays. But this veering
away froln relIgIon has also
Incant a break from being spir
itual and getting in touch with
our Inner selves. We discussed
the tOpIC for a whIle. I real ized
I was definitely one of these
young people, totally uncertain
of Inysel f and what I want, a
none-spiritual person having
lost touch with myself.
Perhaps religion isn't the
answer, but spirituality can be
many things, can take different
shapes and meanings for
everyone.

Is all this tied togeth
er? Was it mere coincidence
that Suzanne and I were dis
cussing religion and spirituali
ty the night before her dad
died? His death made me
think of my own mortality, as
these events tend to do, and
why we're on this earth, and
what it all means. Maybe it's a
sign. Maybe it's just part of
life, and coincidence aside,
there has to be a time where
you have to connect with a part
of yourself that today's soci
ety, it seems, discourages very
much - the spiritual self. My
restlessness and uncertainty
are not uncommon anlong peo
ple my age, and it's on the rise.

Whatever your beliefs
may be, there is a side to
everyone that goes deeper than
the psyche, a side that finds
peace with the world in its own
way, without needing answers
to questions about God or
heaven or the afterlife. If the
death of my friend's father
enlightened me in any way, it
is in realizing that it is this side
of ourselves a lot of us need to
find, need to connect with, so
that we may find the kind of
happiness in our Ii ves that I
know her father felt in his.

FAITH

Hope. By definition, it is a
feeling of desire for some good
with the expectation of obtain
ing it or a desire for certain
events to happen. Hope can also
be the feather that tips the scale
between life and death for the
ones who are ill or the ray of
light in knowing positive out
comes will emerge in the future.
Such a small word with such sig
nificance.

Everyone has hopes and
dreams for the future. Whether

they are as big as discovering
the cure for cancer, getting that
high paying prestige job or as
small as simply surviving the
day. But the question should be
what do you hope for, or rather,
what do you live for? And what
or who do you put your trust in?

As a Christian, my hope is
placed in the knowledge that
one-day I will be in heaven. This
is not to say that my life is with
out its ups and downs. But with
out this hope, life would be pret
ty meaningless, and cyclic for
that matter. An endless cycle of
getting up, eating, working, and

going to bed. King Solomon, a
man blessed WIth WIsdom and
riches by God in the early years
of his reign in Israel, wrote in his
book, Ecclesiastes, about how
everything is meaningless ~'a

chasing after the wind."
Is it really worth it to Iive for

something that may not be here
tomorrow or in someone that
might tum about and hurt us?
My hope for you is that you will
put your hope in something that
will last, something that is eter
nal.
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CENTENNIAL'S NEW MEDIA DESIGN PROGRAM PRODUCES
HIGHLY TRAINED OESIG"NERS WITH mGITAL SKIllS
GRADUATES WHO ARE tN 'HIGH DEMAND.

-

•

the wisdom an academic insti
tution has to offer.

So the next time you find
yourself fed up with the world
... just get off your duff and
realize that things could always
be worse. Take pleasure in
what you can and come see me
for a cuppa hot Joe at Timmy's.

sweat over donuts and coffee.
There's something so humbling
about serving the general pub
lic in all their happiness and
gloom, at 7:00 in the morning
or at I :00 at night, when
they're having a good day,
when I'm having a bad. I could
never get this experience sit
ting in my dorm reading a book
and I wouldn't trade it for all

Our 12-month program appeals to artists, design-ers and grads of foundation
arts programs. New Media tle.sign ·offers flexibiliw-summer. fall and winter
start dates.

This faLl. ·we also offer communication arts programs and courses in•.•

• Advertising • Digitat A.nimation

• Baal< and 'Magazine Publishing {post-graduate) • Journalism (post-graduate)

• CO'llorate -Communications (post·graduat.e)

and much more...both full and part time.

All communication arts programs are housed .at Cefltenniafs award-winning
8ell Centre for Creative (omm~nications.

rc4CENTENNIAL COLI.F£E

what you do.
I don't feel I'll be working

at Tim Horton's for the rest of
my natural life. In fact I hope I
won't be. I have high expecta
tions for the future of my
career and I work hard in order
to make those goals a reality.
But that doesn't mean I'm too
good to get my hands dirty and
break a good old-fashioned

good oJ' Billy Shakespeare,
despite their lengthy commen
tary on human existence, just
couldn't satisfy.

It's the feeling of sitting
down on the bus after eight
excruciating hours on your
feet. It's contorting your face
into anything but the hi-how
can-I-help-you-today smile
you've been wearing since you
rolled out of bed before dawn
this morning. It's the nauseat
ing scent of sugar fondante,
still thick in your nostrils after
careful preparation of over 150
Canadian Maple donuts before
9:00 AM. It's the glorious hat
head you sport proudly to skep
tical bystanders on the street.

And let us not forget Tim's
famous employee attire. The
oversized, cotton shirts, verti
cally striped in dusty blue and
soft maroon; the friendly plas
tic name tag, pinned on the left
side (above the breast), cele
brating your name in bold
black print for every customer
to ignore; the polyester pants,
waste beginning at the bra-line,
riding ever so pleasantly at
every moment up one's accen
tuated rear end. And the 'silk'
kerchief, tied lovingly around
the neck, subtly covering the
fact that you haven't been able
to breath for the past hour. And
last but certainly not least ...
the beautiful visor, adorning
net covered heads to prevent
deviant hairs from plummeting
into one's morning coffee.

Yes, my jeans and favorite
tank have never felt so good
after a day in the
company of polyester paradise.
But the true moment of reward
when all is said and done, is the
euphoria you feel wh<;:n you are
handed your pay cheque. The
pathetic $7.00 an hour you
gratefully receive in return for
your sweaty, coffee stained
soul.

But oh the satisfaction of
trudging home, blurry with
exhaustion, reveling in the sat
isfaction of a long day's work.

And that's really what it's all
about. If you can leave a job
and feel from aching head to

. broken toe, that you've spent a
day in the working world and
you are taking care of yourself,
then it really doesn't matter

EMMA GALLOWAY

.
I was recently speak-

ing to a friend of mine who
asked me what I was doing this
coming weekend. With only a
moment's pause I turned to her
with a child-like grin and said,
"I have to work." She looked at
me for a moment, wondering
why the prospect of a weekend
behind the counter of Tim
Horton's, serving hot coffee to
the masses, would plant such
glee on my normally sullen
face. The truth is, I love my
job. I love walking into work at
7:00 in the morning to find that
the toaster oven is on fire, the
person on the night shift fell
asleep, and today's order of
fresh donuts aren't coming
until noon. The customers, still
foggy with sleep, rudely
demanding their 'usual' and to
please hurry because they're
double parked outside or the
panic in the eyes of co-workers
when the cash register is
jammed, all add to the nuance
of the fast food industry of
which I am a proud employee.

Now don't get me wrong. It
is perhaps one of the worst jobs
one could possibly imagine.
The stress of a constant smile
even in the face of those who
treat you like the gum they just
stepped in outside and the irri
tating demands of a 'Tim
Horton's - is- my-l ife-and-i t
shouJd-be-yours-too' manager,
can overwhelm even the most
dedicated of Tim's lackees. But
underneath it all, I'm just
happy to be employed.

I am a university student
and throughout my academic
career, I had decided that I
would focus all of my time and
energy at acquiring scholarly
prestige by way of marks,
ignoring the prospect of part
time employment of any kind.
While my friends would trudge
off into tedious evenings of
serving burgers at greasy
spoons or ripping tickets at
local theatres, I would retire to
my residence room with my
books or turn to the trusty TV
for company, pretending to be
content with my 'studious' life.
But there was an itching within
me that even Dylan Thomas or
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Dear Editors:

•

MIHNEA DUMITRU

A recent article was writ

ten by Editor-in-Chief Shawn

Jeffords in York's weekly newspa

per. Excalibur. in which he

attempted to criticize the upcom

ing changes III the York

Federation of Students as yet

another dil1y move on behalf of

the Administration. the resident

evil behind all our problems.

According to Mr. Jeffords. not

only had the YFS not properly

notified the students of the univer

sity on the upcoming changes. but

they rendered themselves inacces

sible .throughout the process. Mr.

Jeffords fUl1her notes:

"At last we've seen the

YFS' true colours. They've

hopped down of their high horse

with a resounding thud and have

landed finnly in a mess of their

own making."

While this metaphor

may bloom in deepness of thought

on behalf of its wliter. it vaguely

and poorly explains the entire

issue. Mr. Jeffords portrays the

problem as an elTor in communi

cation between the student body

and their elected representatives.

He attempts to connect this incon

sistency with the rather recent

string of events that led to the

President's resignation. by allud

ing to an unbalance of power

within the YFS. Ultimately. he

tags the tudent representatives as

hypocrites and lapdogs of the

administration. and calls upon the

students of York to "shut them out

without hearing their side of the

story."

We do need to give Mr.

Jeffords credit for bringing up this

most troubling issue. as well as

raising a most valid point. the fact

that such a monumental change in

the YFS requires the verdict of the

students. However. the Editor-in

Chief decide' to close the chapter

by leaving aside an even more

significant question. Excalibur

deals with the problem with its

usual ex pcdiency -as tme follow

ers of the Big Blue Star. and thus

fails to reach its purpose of

infOlming us on the tme impor

tance of the YFS act. By concen

trating on a relatively impOJ1ant

piece of infOlmation that requires

immediate attention, it divel1s the

interest of its readers from the

main problem, which is the

absence of a centralized execu

tive.

The new bylaws not only

eliminate the President and four

Vice President positions, but they

also mle out the Chair/Speaker

position in the Executive Council.

Comlllunistic and vile, this move

shows the CUITent executive's lack

of logic by underlining the exist

ing rifts within the YFS adminis

tration. their hatred towards any

SOl1 of dominant authOlity, and

their future inability to reach con

sensus. Furthermore, these

changes affect the very frame

work of a democratic political

system. and show us the distances

reached away from an open

minded way of thinking. Personal

vendettas against the last

President and his staff cloud fore

sight. They take away valuable

lessons of govemment from stu

dent ex perience and tum them

into a truncated and halfway com

ical rendition of Papa Stalin's

lunch table. the misbalance is

even more accentuated in this 'it

uation. and th~ lack of supervising

authority such as that of the

Chairman completes the imper

fect and cormpted ensemble.

Retuming to Excalibur's

lack of quality rep0l1ing, I can

only ask and our readers who the

real hypocrites and

Administration lackeys arc. since

this obvious loop in Mr. Jeffords'

thinking not only leads to

strengthen our scepticism in the

publication's interests. but also

begs us to question whether we

have any representatives at all. ..

When our elected ~elegates

decide to Lorny us behind our

backs and the only York-wide stu

dent media organization innocent

ly pulls the blinds on the whole

affair. we arc left very little to

say... Vi va Fidel!

The Changes In the YFS

By-laws can be found at:

http://www.yorku.calyfs

The article written by Mr. Jeffords

can be found in the March 14th

Edition of Excalibur.

We would like to inform the Pro

Tern readers of excalIhur's

upcoming levy referendum. We

arc asking for an increa. e of

'2.66 cent per credit.

The referendum que. tion will be

as follows: To compensate for

the effects of intlation since the

last referendum in 1988 to

increase will result in the fol

lowing:

Keele Campus:

undergrads: from 13.33 cents

per credit to 16 cents.

grads: from $1.33 per emester

to $1.60

Glendon Campus:

undergrad : from 3.33 cents per

credit to 4.

grands: from $0.33 per semester

to $0.40.

This will compensate for the ris

ing cost of newsprint and colour.

The increase will also help us to

continue to improve the quality

of the student newspaper and to

secure the future of excalibur.

Any questions, comments, or

concern can be directed to

funatic@thespark.com,

420 tudent Centre, or

(416) 736-5'239.

Thank you,

Meredith e. and Arif.

Co-Campaign Directors

Learn more about the hundreds of services ava.ilable. Call us and
talk to an agent in person. Visit our Web site. Or drop by the
Service Canada Access Centre nearest you.

Want to know more about
government services for you?

• Looking for a new job
• Starting your own business
• Getting access to the Internet

• Taking parental leave
• Planning your retirement
• !VIaking your home

energy efficient

Canada
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Dear Editors:

Canada

Meredith e. and Arif,

Co-Campaign Directors

The referendum que tion will be

as follows: To compensate for

the effects of intlation since the

last referendum in 1988 to

increase will result in the foi

lowing:

Keele Campus:
undergrads: from 13.33 cents

per credit to 16 cents.

grads: from $1.33 per semester

to $1.60

Glendon Campus:

undergrads: from 3.33 cent per

credtt to 4.

grands: from $0.33 per seme ter

to $0.40.

We would like to inform the Pro

Tem readers of excalibur's

upcoming levy referendum. We

are asking for 'ln increase of

:?.66 cents per credit.

Thank you,

This will compensate for the ris

ing cost of newsprint and colour.

The increase will also help us to

continue to improve the quality

of the student newspaper and to

secure the future of excalibur.
Any questions, comments. or
concerns can be directed to

funatic@thespark.com,

420 tudent Centre, or

(416) 736-5239.

• Taking parental leave
• Planning your retirement
• lVlaking your home

energy efficient

real hypocrites and

Administration lackeys are. since

this obvious loop in Mr. Jeffords'

thinking not only leads to

strengthen our scepticism in the

publication's interests, but also

begs us to question whether we

have any representatives at all. ..

When our elected ~clegates

decide to Lorny us behind our

backs and the only York-wide stu

dent media organization innocent

ly pulls the blinds on the whole

affair, we arc left very little to

say. .. Viva Fidel!

The Changes In the YFS

By-laws can be found at:

http://www.yorku.ca/yfs

The article wliUen by Mr. Jeffords

can be found in the March 14th

Edition of Excalibur.

changes affect the very frame

work of a democratic political

system. and ~how us the distances

reached away from an open

minded way of thinking. Personal

vendettas against the last

President and his stall cloud fore

sight. They take away valuable

lessons of government from stu

dent experience and tum them

into a truncated and halfway com

ic,d rendition of Papa Stalin's

lunch table. The misbalance is

even more accentuated in this sit

uation, and the; lack of supervising

authority such a that of the

Chairman completes the imper

fect and corrupted en emble.

Returning to Excalibur's

lack of quality reporting, I can

only ask and our readers who the

Learn more about the hundreds of services available. Callus and
talk to an agent in person. Visit our Web site. Or drop by the
Service C.anada Access Centre nearest you.

• Looking for a new job
• Starting your own business
• Getting access to the Internet

Want to know more about
government services for you?

The new bylaws not only

eliminate the President and four
Vice Pre ident po ·itions. but they

also rule out the Chair/Speaker

position in the Executive Council.

Coml1)unistic and vile, this move

shows the current executive's lack

of logic by underlining the exist

ing rifts within the YFS adminis

tration. their hatred towards any

SOlt of dominant authority. and

their future inability to reach con

sensus. Furthermore, these

hypocrites and lapdogs of the

administration. and calls upon the

students of York to "'shut them out

without hearing their side of the
story."'

We do need to give Mr.

Jeffords credit for bringing up this

most troubling issue. as well as

raising a most valid point. the fact

that such a monumental change in

the YFS requires the verdict of the

students. However. the Editor-in

Chief decides to close the chapter
by leaving aside an even more

significant question. Excalibur

deals with the problem with its

usual expediency -as true follow

ers of the Big Blue Star. and thus

fails to reach it' purpose of

infolming us on the true impor

tance of the YFS act. By concen

trating on a relatively important

piece of infolll1ation that requires

immediate aUention. it diveIts the

interest of its readers from the

maiil problem. which is the

absence of a centralized execu

tive.

MIHNEA DUMITRU

A recent article was writ

ten by Editor-in-Chief Shawn

Jeffords in York's weekly newspa

per. Excalibur. in which he

auempted to criticize the upcom

1I1g changes 111 the York

Federation of Students as yet

another dilty move on behalf of

the Administration. the resident

evil behind all our problems.

According to Mr. Jeffords. not

only had the YFS not properly

notified the students of the univer

sity on the upcoming changes. but

they rendered themselves inacces

sible .throughout the process. Mr.

Jeffords fUl1her notes:

"'At last we·ve seen the

YFS' true colours. They've

hopped down of their high horse

with a re ounding thud and have

landed tilll1ly in a mess of their
own making."'

While this metaphor

may bloom in deepness of thought

on behalf of its writEr. it vaguely

and poorly explains the entire

issue. Mr. Jeffords portrays the

probl m as an ell'or in communi

cation between the student body

and their elected representatives.

He attempts to connect this incon

sistency with the rather recent

slIing of events that led to the

President' re ignation. by allud

ing to an unbalance of power

within the YFS. Ultimately. he

tags the tudent representatives as


